T;HE EX:POSIT.ORY TIMES;
(Cat. xv. 2 2 ). Chrysostom has the s~me idea. But
the Gospels give no support to it; and it is str:tnge
to find it in writers who are quite -ready to interpret
the preceding words about signs in the sun, moon,
and stars as symbolical. Thus, the moon is the
Church, which will then receive no light from
Christ who is the Sun, and the stars are the saints
who will then lose their influence. So that while
heavenly bodies which really exist are treated as
symbols, language which is probably symbolical is
interpreted very realistically of a luminous cross,
visible to the physical eye, and darkenin~. by its
brilliancy sun, moon, and stars. This highly
questionable interpretation has been preached in
our own day as if it were a certainty, and perhaps
still is preached by some.
Dr. Sanday, in his very valuable volume on The
Life of Christ in Recent Research, has done excellent
service in calling attention to the very large part
which symbolism has to play in the Bible. Truth
could not be conveyed, or could not so naturally
and easily be conveyed, in any other way. And
at the time of Christ apocalyptic language had

become current among the Jews to an extent which
even now only scholars are beginning to realize:
The only Jewish apocalypse with which ordinary
Christian readers are familiar is the Book of DanieL
Very few read the Second Book of Esdras in the
Apocrypha. But now, thanks to the labours of
Dr. Charles and others, we have seven or eight
other writings of a similar character translated into
English, and. they· throw much light upon the .
language used by our Lord and His disciples. As
Dr. Sanday points out, when our Lord said, ' I
beheld Satan fall as lightning from heaven'
(Lk 1018), He was using apocalyptic language,
which ' belongs to the same category as the description of Satan being cast into the lake. of fire in the
Revelation of St. John. That; it might be said, is
Jewish and fantastic; but the meaning of our Lord
was not at all fantastic. What He meant was that
the victory overthe Power of Evil was virtually won.;
In investigating this subject for ourselves, and
still more in imparting the results of our investigations to others, let us be mindful of the peril of
taking symbolical language literally.

------------·~·------------

THE GREAT TEXTS OF ,.THE PSALMS.
PsALM

vnr. 4·

' What is· man, that thou art mindful of him ?
And the son of man, that thou visitest him? '

The eighth Psalm is a very striking one. It
lifts the mind of the reader to a lofty height where
he seems to have soared above sin and sorrow.
It exults in man's greatness and Nature's grandeur.
It is not Hebrew and theocratic, but human and
universal. What it says is said of man as man;
of man as he ought to be, was meant to be, may
be. The subject is Humanity.
·
This is the Psalm of the Twilight, just as the
nineteenth Psalm is the Psalm of Sunrise or of
Morning. .The theme of both is the heavens ;
but in this Psalm we have the heavens spoken of
amid the gathering darkness of the evening,
whereas in the nineteenth we have the heavens
spoken of in the increasing light of morn.
Who is the speaker? Are we reading the
experiences of the . stripling still watching over

his father's flocks by night in the upland pastures
of Bethlehem? Or of the lonely fugitive contem"
plating the starry skies from the broad plains of
Philistia? Or of the powerful sovereign gazing
upward to the overhanging vault from the palace
roofs of Zion? Whether David the shepherd lad;
or David the outlaw, or David the king, it matters
not. The central idea of this magnificent .Psalm
is plainly expressed, and makes no ·demands on
historical criticism for its elucidation. Surveying
the outspread canopy of· heaven the .Psalmist is
overwhelmed with awe at the scene. Its vast·
expanse, its fathomless blue, its. starry. glories,
its beauty, its . purity; its repose, all. appal him
with the sense of their grandeur ; and, crushed
with the contrast between the .. greatness' .of
universal creation and the .littleness. of . the
individual man, he exclaims bewildered ; and
amazed, ' When 1 consider thy heavens, the
work .of thy ·fingers, the moon and the stars,
which thou hast ord~ined ; What is man, that
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thou art mindful of him ?. and the. son of man,
that thou visitest him ? ' . Mystery .of . mystery,
that one . so mean -an atom· in·· this limitless
t::xpa11se; a mote in this faultless glory, a flutter
in this infinite calm-:-should be singled qut for
J'hy special fa~our,- and endowed with authority
as · Tl)y vicegerent. upon earth.
Could. any
paradox be imagined greater than this-this
ccmtrast between the insignificance of man's
selfand thepre~eminence of man's destiny?
· ·PflSS from ~he early dawn to the late. afternoon of human
history. ·The lapse of eightcand-twenty centuries is a large
space in ·the .life of mankind. · It is a vast artd profound
chasm, . whiCh separates the simple inspiration. of the
shepherd-king from the many-sided culture of the poet,
ctltic, philosopher; novelist, scientific investigator, the
typical representative of inodern thought and· inteilect in
its latestyhases. Yet to Goethe, holding solitary communion
with nat\lre in its higher· forms, and contemplating earth
imd sky Jimn : the summit of the · Brocken, the Psalmist's.
thought still recurs with resistless importt\nity and finds its
i1ahiral exptession still in the Psalmist's words, 'Lord,
whatis roan:,. that thou art mindful. of him?'. No. interv~~:l
?f ti11_l~:nOJ: ,transference of scene has t~rnished its freshpess,
or robbed it of its power. 1

I.
THE LITTLENESS OF MAN IN THE PRESENCE OF
THE v~IVERSE.

discouragement? and the consciousness of law
in all things which had once comforted us begins
to terrify us. We- are aware that nature, like- art,
though more beautiful and glorious far, is not
the true image of God, and that 'not there, not
there,' are the foundations of human life to be
sought.
Methought. that my body sank down in ruin$, -and .n'\y
inner form stepped out apparelled in light ; and· by my
side there stood another Form which resembled my own,
except that it did not shine like mine, 'but lightened
uU:ceasingly. And I flew· along with the Form.- In a
moment" our earth fell back, behind our consuming flight,
.into an abyss of distance;- a faint gleam only was reflected
from the summits of the Cordilleras, and a few moments
more reduced the sun to a little ·star; and ·soon there
remained nothing visible of -our system except a comet
which was travelling from our sun with an angelic: speed
in the direction of Sirius. Our flight now -carried us· so
rapidly through the flocks of solar bodies -flock$ past
counting, unless to· their heavenly Shepherd -that scarcely
could they expand themselves before us into the 'magnitude
of .moons; before- they sank behind us into pale :nebular
glea1ps ; and their planetary earths could not reveal
themselves for a mome11 t to the transcendent rapidity of
our course. At length Sirius and all t11e brotherhood of
our constellations and the galaxy of our heavens stood far
'below our feet as a little nebula amongst other yet more
distant nebul::e. Thus we flew on through the starry
wildernesses ; one heaven after· another unfurled its immeasurable banners before us,· and then rolled -np behind
us : galaxy behind galaxy towered up into solemn altitudes
before .which the spirit shuddered; and they stood in long
array through which the Infinite Being might pass in
progress. As we were thbs swallowed up by 'one abyss of
stars after another, and the heavens above our heads were
not. emptier, neither were the heavens below them fuller;
and _as suns without intermission fell into the solar ocean
like waterspouts of a storm which fall into the ocean of
waters ;- then at length the him1an heart within me was
overburdened .and weary, and' yearned after some narrow
cell or quiet oratory in this_ metropolitan cathedral of the
universe. And I said to the form at my side, ' 0 Spirit !
has 'the11 this universe no end?' And the Form answered.
and said, 'Lo ! it has no beginning.' 2

I. The Vastness of· ihe Universe.-It is· not the
language of hyperbole but <;>ffact when we -speak
of innumerable stars which exist' everywhere in
the_ infinity of space, corripare<:I with which the life
of any indivicitiaUnan iq only like a grain of sand,
~deaf of the forest, a. drop of water spilt upon the
earth.. :Nor is the overpowering thought at all
lessened; but the .wonder is increased, when some
one tells us that the world is infinite in minuteness. as well ·as. in vastness, We say with a
meaning which. could not have been equally
present to the Psalmist, and perhaps with a
sadder accent : ' Lord, what is man, that thou
2; The Insignificance of Man.--r. The littleness
art mindful of him ? or the son of man,. that thou
visitest him?' When, __ again, we consider. the of man consists in two things, his smallness and
im'measurable periods of time during which the his weakness.
( r) Man is small. The heavens are vast;
earth .was a .desert chaos torn by natural ~on
vulsions,' or the later stages of the world's history, :vaster far than the writer of the eighth Psalm had
in which the animals were struggling for existence; any idea of. And the sun is larger, and the
2-nd huge behemoths and .leviathans moved upon _ mo'on, and the stars, and the spaces that separate
]and and water; - or, later still, when the first the stars. And within certain limits this seems
:traces of man · appear ·in _holes ·of the ·rocks or · to us to make no difference. We do not thinka
Jautistrine dwellings-"--- do we not feel a -sort of fuan ot more importance· because he is bigger;
.,:,,
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nor do· we think whales or .elephants • of : more
imporfance ·than ourselves.· - But. beyond those
limits our ima:girtatioh seerris overpowered, ~nd
evim ·vastness of space seems to 6ffer a kind· of
.importance in itself, and it seems hard to believe
that a creature no bigger than a man should have
au'y importance in ·the eyes 6£ the Creator who
rmide' the stin. : But this knot all. · Man is ·small
in a double sei1se. · He is. small in size, but he is
also small as being orie unit in a vast multitude.
There are many more of his kind. If one go
wrong, or if one be lost, ::there are millions to
spal'e.
' '
,: {2) Once again, tnan_ is weak. And this seems
a still greater reason: for de~pising him. The
difference between ·imiallness · • and· vastness is,
itfter all, external and material. However much
we lJ,re struck; with it 'at first, the 'more we refled;
the less impprtant it 'seems; and it may be we
arrive at •last at something' like:. scorn 'for those
who would fay -any stress on it at alL But the
difference between weakness and strehgth is of
another and a higher sort, and it is pl:J,in enough
that man is weak.· God has given man wonderful
knowledge, at .which the pOssess'ots · cannot but
marvel ;_ bt;tt all the more st~iking is. the contrast
between that great knowledge . and the little
strength that goes with it. Man' i_s weak. He
cannotaiterin the very slightest degree the laws
that God has stamped on' nature, and his ·power
to act under those laws is limited to a• trifling
muscular fqrce. By the use .of his knowledge
he can pro-duce effects far beyond the reach of
liis 'muscles; but when h,e _has done all that he
can, ~is imagination: outstrips it _all so easily, that
he is ·only still more conscious of his weakness;
What· he does din b~ done only by the aid of
time; arid: t_hought, and combination. His. very
possessi-ons~ are the . accumulation of many
generatfons, arid seem :due rather to the direction
Of ~n ·'<;>verr'u\ing _Iaw- or government than to his
own elro.rts. It might s~em . that, if he had been
a creature' of high value, he would have l:;>eeri
en_trusted' wit_h · gr~ater powers, and that his
dominion · over sea and land and· aU therein
would: not have been so hampered and restrained;
Compare tlie _forces· ·t)lat a:re given. t.o mart with
those that ate :ffl).planted in _Nature. Compare
!ium'an strength ·with the power· ;of the earthquake,
fh:e"volcano; the ·hutticane; ·· Compare it whh 'the
violence of fire, with the force of an inundation.

Those ·dead material· powers make a)i htunan
;t~ength a mere _playthin~.
· ·
We; who are considered tall if we ·are seventy-two inches
high; 'who cannot walk faster than three or four miles'
hour, who die almost as soon as we at'e born, inust feelvery,
very insignificant, if we look only at· our- relations with space
or time, and' compare ourselves . in these respects: With
- galaxies of worlds. ·we shall beindined to adopt the po'et<s

an
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.
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'See how beneath the moonbeam's smile
Yon little billow heaves its breast, ..
And foams and, sparkles Jar a, While,
And murmuring then· subsides to rest...
Thus ·man, the sport of bliss and. care;• ·
Rises on· time's eventful sea,..
And having swelled a. moment there,
Then melts into eternity.'

This kind of.sentimentis just now inJhe air. Orie ofi:h~
fuost striking ~haracteristics of the ·modern inind is the
tendency to think iess of man, in prop01'tion "as larger\iiewii
have to be taken of the universe in which niari dwelis.
Human being~ are often nowadays regarded as .inere. ripples
i1pon the infinite ocean of matter. 1

. A frieridhad been visiting Carlyle at Chelsea, :j,nd_ as they
parted at, the door, they looked up into the starlit sky.
'It's a grand sight,' said Carlyle's frie11d.
'A graund
sicht, d'ye say?' cried the sage. 'Man, it's just dreaqful!'

z. Nor is . it merely the vastness and the
permanence of the great objects of the material
universe, by which we are sunk into abysses . of
humiliation in: which we begin to be incredulous
that God should care for us. The humiliation is
deepened by the discovery that our own life is
akin to the inferior forms of life around us-akin,
not only to the life of those animals in whose
structure there are the closest analogies · to our
own, but akin to forms of life which look most
remote from ourselves. I came froin the dust,::___,
the Book of Genesis had told me so before sCience
had discovered it,~and in the very lowest types
of living creatures there are prophecies of the life
by which I am animated. The gradations which
separate rank from rank in this living hierarchy
are so fine, so subtle, that there seems to be no
clear_ break in the ascending series ; and in the
very highest there still survive affinities to the
lowest. What right· have I to separate myself
from ·the creatures to ·which I am sd closely related? ·What right ·have I to claim a different
rank and a different destiny from the deer which
qrowse in the glens, from· the fish which: flash· in
the burns, from the very grass and heather which
cover the hills?
I>A. w. Momerie.
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In the history of Christian civilization there have been
two great discoveries which have, in their ow'n time and in
their own way, done more than anything else to shock the
esta.b!ished and settled notions of men and to make their
faith reel and stagger. The first of these was early in the
sixteenth century, when Copernicus explained the solar
system. ,'The world, regarded in old times as the centre
of 'an things,_ as the apple of God's eye, for the sake of
which were created moon and sun and· stars, suddenly was
found to be one of many balls that roll round a giant spher\!
of light and heat, which is itself but one among innumerable
suns, attended each by a number of planets ·and scattered,
how we know not, through infinity. Here was a reversal
of popular opinion ! It is no wonder that the Church's
breath was; as it were, taken away by such a discovery as
this. It seemed to be the. denial of the Scriptures and the
destruction of the Faith. And the progressive discoveries
of science have only magnified and intensified this sense of
vastness, until the earth seems to be nothing but an inconsiderable speck among a myriad of other worlds ; and man,
whose breath is in his nostrils, what is he that he should be
accounted of?
The second discovery which, after the substitution of the
Copernican for the Ptolemaic system of astronomy, has most
profoundly affected the thoughts and beliefs of men was
made in the nineteenth century. It was that which is
always associated with the name of Darwin-in a word,
the theoryof Evolution. If man was shocked to discover
that h.z's wcirld, instead of being the centre of creation, was
but (in point of extent) an insignificant atom, it was not less
humiliating and shocking to find that he himself, instead of
being separated by an infinite distance from the ' sheep and
oxen' and all other· things which are in subjection under
his feet, was akin to them all. To be told that the dogma
of the immutability of species was no longer tenable, appeared a kind of impiety. The doctrine of separate creations
-of the complete distinction of man from the rest of nature
-seemed to him the very essence of religion. He had got
it, as he thought, from the Bible, though, as .a matter of
fact, it was Milton rather than Moses who had fixed the
popular notions of creation. In short, people said very much
the same things about Evolution in the nineteenth century
as people said about the Copernican system in the sixteenth.
Good men were amazed and confounded ; they did not
know where they were;. the ground on which they stood
seemed to be slipping from beneath them : the 'very foundations of the earth were out of course. 1

II.
THE GREATNESS OF MAN IN THE PRESENCE

oF GoD.
I. Man is greater than Nature because of his Possibilities.-In the eyes of an intellectual and spiritual
being, material bulk is not the only or the highest
test of greatness. If God is not to be supposed to
be mainly interested in vast accumulations of senseless matter; if there be in the estimate of a moral
l·H. R. Gamble,,

B~ing other and worthier measures of greatness ;
if the organic be higher than the inorganic; and
that which feels than that which has. no fe~ling;
if that which thinks is higher than that which only
feels; and that which fr~ely conforms to moral
will higher than that which only thinks; if a fly
be really a nobler thing than a granite mountain,
and.a little child than a rhinoceros or a mammoth,
-then we need not acquiesce in any depreciatory
estimate of man's place in creation or of his claims.
upon the ear of God.
.·The whole wo.rld in which we live is a mere
speck in the universe; and it is said to be incredible that God should have any special care
for it, or for those who inhabit it. There are
times when this plea seems to have a terrible
force. But when I come to myself, and recover
from the power .which the vast spaces
the
material universe· exert over my imagination, there
seems to be a certain moral and intelle.ctiml
vulgarity in attaching such importance to mere
material magnitude. Jerusalem in its glory was a
hamlet compared with Babylon; Florence, when
it was brilliant with the genius which shines only
the brighter as the ages pass by, was a mere
village compared with Pekin; but who is so gross
as to estimate the importance and dignity of a
city by its magnitude? A sonnet of Milton's, an
essay of Bacon's, a dialogue of Plato's, a volume
of Newton's, could be less easily spared than
whole tons of lumber that load the shelves of
libraries. On a few square inches of canvas there
is sometimes more costly work than in a picture
.which would cover the side of a house; No doubt
the world is very small, but it does not follow that
it contains nothing for which the great Father
of us all can think it worth while to care. · In
a palace it may happen that there are rooms
hardly noticed by those who are confounded with
the splendour and stateljness and space of its
great apartments-rooms hidden away in one. of
the wings, plainly furnished, insignificant in size,
bht which are more in the thought and heart of
the king than all the rooms in the palace besides ..
They ar~ the rooms in which his children play by
day and sleep by night. Yes, the world is very
small; but what then? If it is large enough to.
hold the children of God, God may be mindful of
us; ·God may visit ·us, and God may bless us.
In this controversy, the appeal to material magnitude is irrelevant.
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. I took .the trouble to bring with me a book this morning:
this tiny book, wpat theycall the 'Thumb-nail Testament.'
I carry it about with me in my vest pocket. What· a· tiny
book ! Measure that with the tape; weigh it in the sca:\es .
a child's hand 'vill hold it, and yet that tiny· book is th~
symbol of a power, the• symbol of a glory, ·compared with
which alL plimets that are above your heads ate as nothing.
. Here is, a book that has c,@anged history, that has built
cathedrals, that sends ou,t missioi1aries, that 'has created
civilization. 1
A bully at school oppresses a younger boy, and a despot
oppresses millions of men ; does the difference of the area
over. which the oppression is exercised affeCt in the slightest
degree either the fact or the character of the fact? . Oppression
is oppression, whether its victim be one shrinking lad; or a
. ]1\Jndred mi.llion down-trodden peasants. 2 '

One revelation measures the difference between
man and all other creatures. We have an account
in the Bible of the Creatipn ; we have also an
account of the Redemption. The. most striking
characteristic of the description of the Creation is
its supreme and absolute ease. Without attempting to press the mere words or images used in the
first chapter of Genesis, this at least is plain, that
the writer would have us feel that to God the act
of creating cost no effort at all. He said, ' Let
there be light,' and there was light No toil, nor
thought, nor time, nor force are requisite. He utters
the words; and His words create. How far other
is the account of Redemption ! To lift the human
soul from darkness to light, what trials it cost,
what labour, what time, what suffering! The
Creation was the work of a word. The Redemption was .the work of a life-of a life pf self-denial,
of a death on the Cross. The Creation cost God
nothing. The Redemption cost the death of His
Son, and all that that death implied. Measure the
distance between the words ' Let there be light '
and the words ' Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani,' and
that will show the interval which separates the
value of the created Universe from the value of Man.
What am I that there should be
Thought or care in heaven for me,
That the Father's heart should long
To turn my sorrow into song,
Or that Christ should die to win
Such a soul as mine from sih?
What am I? A pigmy form,
Feeble as a poor earth-worm;
Fain to make a little stir
Like the chirping grasshopper :
How should He that rnleth all
Care for anything so small ?
1

W. H. Fitchett.
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Does He measure, then, by. size,
Not a~ we are_ good or wise?
· Is. the senseless lump of earth
More to :Him than .manly, wort!)?
0~ the raging of .the se.a
More than reasoned thought in me ?
Nay, such measurement were mean·:
He is great whose soul is dean ;
He is mighty Who has Mind ·
Nature's Force to loose or bind;
He· is worth the saving cross,
Whose death were. an: eterpal loss. 3

f/Vhat are the possibiltties whz'ck make man greater
than Nature ?
r. Look at his possibilities in Mind. 'When
I consider thy heavens . • . what is man?' In
the presence of this majestic spectacle of the
material heavens, what is man? He is a being
who has power to consider ·the heavens, tp
measure them,. to ~eigh .them,. ~o analyze the stars,
and to make them unburden their secrets. He
has. constructed a time-table of the heavenly
movements, and we know their comings and .their
goings to a thousandth part of a second. Nay,
we have even searched out the tracks of the
comets, those wandering gipsi~s of theskies. We
can calculate their reappearance after ·an ab~ence
of seventy years. Yes, man .is a being greater
than the. heavens he contemplates, f<?r he can
understand them; he can interpret their . order;
he can arrange them in map-like precisio!l, and
discover their enormous secrets. But that is not
all. Man not only interprets the order of Nature·;
he discerns her significance, he appreciates her
beauty, he reads her message, he discovers per
spiritual suggestion. The heavens, are . more
him than a vesture; they· are a literature, and in
them he deciphers the mind of God.. To. kno\ll'
the secret of N atwe is to transcend her; to
decipher the heavens is to prove our dominion. 4.

to

'Man,' says Pascal, 'is a .feeble reed, trembling in the
midst of creation; but then he is endow.ed with though~.
It does not need the universe to arm for . his destruction.
A breath of wind, a drop of water will suffice to kill him.
But, tho11gh the ·universe were to fall on m·an and crush
him, he would be greater' in his death than the universe in
its victory ; for he would be conscious of his .defeat, and. it
would not be conscious of its. triumph.' 5
3 W.
C. Smith, Thoughts and Fan(ies for Sunday
Evenings, 8z.
4
J. H. Jowett, in The British Congregationalist, March

zr, rgo7.
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I remember seeing somewhere a phrase, used, I think,
though I will not be sure, by the Rev. Arthur Mursell,
formerly of Leicester, somewhat to this ·effect: 'The qx
knoweth his owner; and the ass his master's crib, but he
does not know that he knows. Ma?Z knows that he knows.'
This is surely a very good statement of a fact that eludes
explanation. The lower creation, so far .at least as we are
able to observe it, seems to be conscious, but not selfconscious. The cow browsing in the field knows apparently
what to do in order that she may sustain her 'physical life,
but she is not aware of being an entity sepamte from the
fields in which she feeds. She eats the grass, she goes
home to be milked, · she knows her own stall, she is
.conscious, but not self-conscious. 1
It was a far greater thing to be David conteinphiting the
heavens than to be the heavens making eyes at David. It
is a greater thing .to be able to think the heavens than it is
to be the heavens. 2
2. Look at his possibilities in Moral Capacity or
'Conscience. We may call conscience by what name
we please ; call it moral intuition, or moral sense,
or moral instinct, or moral palate; in every man
there is light enough to enable ·him to make . a
discrimination, a distinction, some line of division
between things he may approve and things he
·may reject. In some m'en the light shines like
the sun through the murky vesture of November
gloom. In other men it is like the light from
clear Italian skies. In some ·the moral light
struggles through coarse vestures and thick, heavy,
primitive, imperfect judgment. In others the light
shines through more refined organs, upon receptive
judgments which have been prepared by long
culture; I am not quite ·sure whether we ought
ever to speak of 'the education of conscience';
perhaps we should be nearer the truth by speak'iilg of • the education of judgment. We are
'not educating the light when we improve our
windows, >vhen we substitute· glass for horn,
·and fine glass for knotted: glass, and clean glass
I say this
for glass that is smeared with dirt.
is· not educating the light, it is refining the
minister of reception. And perhaps in the
moral . life it is our receptive agents or judg
ments that need to be refined, and the moral
light will stream through in more glowing radi.ance. But here is the primary matter; in all
men there is some light, some sense of right and
wrong, and therefore the possibility of heroism
or cowardice:s
(r.) However small and however weak he may
1
2

R. J. Campbell, A Faith for To-day, 86.
C. H. Parkhurst,
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be, yet man has · that which puts him above
sun, and moon, and stars, and all the vastbodies,
and all the enormous forces of the universe, simply
. because he can do right, and can do wrong, and
they cannot. Their greatness, in reality, is
enhanced by his,. and not his by theirs. When
a dreadful earthquake convulses a whole country,
the only thing which gives it importance is, that
it has brought destruction and misery and sudden
terror on a vast number of human beings. If a
planet were to be burnt up before our eyes, the
only thing which would make it more than a
stupendous spectacle would be, that . it should
have been inhabited, like ou.r own~ by creatures
with souls. If the sun were to be blotted out,
the chief importance of the change would be found
in its effect on human life. With all the greatness
of all these things, man made in the image of God
is greater still.
.
· (z.) Manis great even in his sin. It is only a
great being who can sin. Satan had never been
an angel of darkness had he not first been an
archangel of light. The creation of a devil, as
such, is theologically, morally, philosophically
impossible. Man had never been a sinner if his
origin were low, his very sin· speaks the greatness
of his moral origin. It is because we were created
with the greatest of all powers, the power of a will
free; it is because we were endowed with the
greatest of all gifts, an individual personality; it
is because we were created with the greatest of
all privileges, the privilege of self-government, selfdetermination at the turning-points of life, that
makes it possible for us to sin. The tree may
grow up tall and stately, it is beautiful, but not
virtuous; it may grow up twisted, dwarfed,
mis-shapen, it is a pity;but it is not a sin, for it
is not endowed. with personality; it is not free to
choose and determine for itself; it is the product
of resistless necessity; we look at once for outside
influences to account for its misfortune. The
animal may be vicious and do much harm, it is
not a sin. But because man has these free selfgoverning faculties,· because he can think and
reason, because he has that moral sense which is
called conscience, because he can distinguish
between right and wrong, between ought and
ought not, because he can choose the right or
the wrong, his declination from the right is not
misfortune, it is sin. 4
4
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It is a great thing to. be endowed with a talent for
becoming bad. Weathered. rock may become disintegrated
but without changing, its quality, but when we come up into
the· higher existence of the plant, and, still more, of the
animal, decay means for it something offensive, gruesome,
·and the decayed bodi can be so repulsive 'becat1se the living
body is so beauteous. In tl}e same way, sin looks both
ways, up and down, just as ?ar towards heaven· as it does
towards hell. A dog cannot sin, poor dog. . He fs not fine
enoUgh to be able to drop so low.. So a faculty for sinning,
for lying, foi· beci:nning vile is Orie of our greatest features
j2f genius, one of the supreme tributes to our natural estate
'f8f exaltation. A dog obeys, every law of the realm he is
created into. He does not trespass ; he cannot trespass.
He cannot apostatize ; he is not capable of falling fron1
grace. · Unhappy bnite ! It is infinitely better to be a
wic1{ed man than to be an innocent hyena. We ought to
be prepared to thank God that we are so wondrously
·
endowed as to be able to breakthe commandments,!

3, Look at his limitless possibilities in Affection.
Take your questions why .God is mindful of
humanity into the sick-room, where a little one
lies stretched • in weakness and weariness and pain,
and watch the rriother minister there day and
night, becoming almost .independent of sleep,
never tired, or never .confessing it, giving out her
very life drop by drop, drop by drop: Or go into
the law-court with your question, and see the
husband charged by the police with abusing his
wife, and see the wife become the advocate for her
husband, affection welling up like a spring in the
desert sands; you may choke it, but it · flows
again ! Or take your question further afield, and
see the noble service of man for man. Go among
the lepers in Samoa or in Almora, and m;;trk the
men who have laid. down. everything that is
accounted pleasant and worthy, and who have
gone to stand between these sons and da1,1ghters of
affliction and the fierce wind that continU,ally beats
upon them. 2
Let me remind you for one thing that in that \vorld which
· is nearest to us; in: which we live-in the kingdom of lovemere size does not count ; the foot-rule is an impertinence.
You ask a mother, for example, to measure a child i~ inches.
You say .to the mother that the house is bigger than the
baby and of more importance. No doubt it is bigger, but if
the baby were as big as the house perhaps the mother would
not love it quite as much, for in love's .arithmetic it is sometimes the very frailty, the littleness of tho;: object, that makes
lov.e most tender. Yes, a little thing of flesh and blood that
·c·annof talk nor 'stand ereCt, nor. know its mpther's face,
and yet if you put the Himal~Yas' i'u 'one scale and the
child in: the other, in love's logic'the:.child .outweighs the
inountains. 3
1
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4· To this dignity of mind derived from, its
power of thought we have to add its value in the
light of immortality. Though the material universe
as a whole will never cease to exist, it is yet subjeCt
in every part to change and decay, while the soul
lives on, unaltered in conscious identify, binding
the present to the past, and the future to the
present, in a continuous chain for ever. If there
be in matter, as we look up through the worlds;
what seems an infinite of space, there is in mind a
real . infinJte of time, and. a power of growth in
thought and feeling and enjoyment, which con·
sists not, like the· growth of matter, in alternate
birth and death, but in an · evermore living life,
welling upward, and swelling outward, in approach
to. the infinite and ever-blessed God. We may
agree with Augustine, who says, 'There is but one
object greater than the soul, and that one it~
Creat<;>r '; and we may reason very fi~y, that if it
was worthy of God to create such a being at first,
it is worthy of Him to care· for it afterwards, and
to seek its progress and happiness with all the
means at His disposal, that is, with a power and
wisdom and goodness which are unlimited.
,j

In the very last voli1me that came from Tennyson's hands,
the last poem but one, 'God and the Universe,' he is facing
that problem,, h~. sees these infinite star spaces, he feels,
himself that time is a speck in an infinite universe, and he
questions whether he c.an live, whether there is any space or
any God for him, and he puts his question and the answer
in these six memorable lines :
Will my tiny spark of being wholly vanish in your deeps
and heights?- ·
Must J:!lY day be dark by reason, 0 ye Heavens, of your
boundless nights,
Rush of Suns and roll of systems, and your fiery clash
of meteorites?
Spirit, nearing yon
state,
Fear not thou the
alone is great,
Nor the myriad
Opener. of the

dark· portal at the limit .of thy human
,
hidden purpose of that Power which
world; His shadow, nor the silent
Gate.

2. Man is greater than Nature because he is nearer
God.-To man as made in tht;! image of God, and,

above all, as man is seen. in his ideal glory in the
person of Hiin who was at once Son of Man and
Son of God, there pertains by its very eSsence. the
potentiality of an inner elevation and nobleness
transcending far all the grandeur of the material
creation. Regarded in his intelligent, and, above
all, in his moral and spiritual nature, man is no
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longer the helpless slave, but the Lord, of nature,
made to have dominion ove it, to ·subdue and
· subordinate it to the .ends of his higher being and
destiny. If he only realize and lay hold of his
spiritual birthright, he need no .longer remain the
bewildered spectator· of an awful and impassive
material order, no longer feel himself in the grasp
of a blind necessity, abandoned to the power of
indiscriminating forces and laws. As related to
God and the things unseen and eternal, he is in a
sense enfranchised from the dominion of nature;
sharer. in a life that transcends the sphere of time
and sense, possessor of a freedom which rises
above all material limits, crowned with an im~
measurably greater than all material glory. 'Thou
crownedst him with glory arid honour, and didst
set him over the works of thy hands i Thou hast
put all things in subjection under his feet' I
' The .Stoic of old would. remind. his disciples that they
carried about a god enshrined iri their hearts~ Even as a
vague surmise, a highly-wrought metaphor, the expression
of the unsatisfied spiritual yearning, this teaching was very
far from inoperative. What may it not be to you to whom
it is an assured truth, to you who have been re-stamped in
Christ with the ima:ge of God, to yoil who have been reconsecrated as the temples of the Spirit. 2
When .up to nightly skies we gaze,
Where stars pursue their endless ways,
Vve think we see from earth's low clod
The wide and shining Home of God.
But could· we rise to moon or sun,
Or· path where daily planets run,
Still Heaven would spread above us far,
And earth remote would seem a star.
This earth with all its dust and tears
Is His no less than yonder spheres ;
And raindrops weak, and grains of san·d,
Are stainped by His immediate hand.
The wck, the wave, the little flower,All fed by streams of living power
That spring from one Almighty Will,What'er His thought conceives fulfil.
We view. those halls of painted air;
And now Thy presence makes them fair;
But nearer still to Thee, 0 Lord,
Is he whose thoughts with thine accord. 8

r. God is mindful of usand visits us. (r) 'Thou
art m£ndfol of hz'm,' says the Ps~lmist. That
Thou hast condescended ·to hold communion
with .this Thy frail• and sinful creature; that
~ J ~hn Caird.
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through long ages Thou didst. school him to an
ever fuller knowledge of Thee; that even in the
darkest times and· among the most degraded
peoples Thou didst not leave Thyself without
witness, speaking through the promptings of the.
conscience, speaking through the courses of the
seasons, speaking through the hopes anQ. · fears o~
the present; that Thou didst single out one man,·
one. family, one nation to be the depositary o(
Thy special revelation; that Thou didst. guard
and· preserve this nation through unparalleled
vicissitudes, so that, exiled, enslaved, cn.ished/
trampled under foot, it revived again and again;
that Thou didst from time to time commission
Thy special messengers -lawgiver, psalmist,
prophet, priest-to renew the flame of truth on
the altar of Thy chosen race ; and that thus
Thy revelation. burst out ever and again with a
clearer, brighter light, and Thy Divine economy
broadened down from precedent to precedent, till
at length the religion .of a nation should become
the religion of the world.

a

Our doctor said, 'Poor little dear !
Nurse, I must do it to-morrow ; she'll never live thro' it,
I fear.'
Emmie had heard him. Softly she call'd from her cot
to the next,
'He says I shall never live:. thro' it. 0 Annie, what
shall I do?'
An~ie consider'd.
' If I,' said the wise little Annie,
'was you,
I should cry to the dear Lord Jesus to help me, for,
Emmie,. you see,
It's all in the picture there : " Little children should
con1e to ·1ne." '
'Yes, and I will,' said Emmie, ' but then if I call to the
Lord,
How should He know that it's me ? such a lot of beds
in the ward ! '
That was a puzzle for Annie. Again she consider'd
and said:
'Emmie, you put out your arms, and you leave 'em
outside on the bedThe Lord has so much to see to ! but, Enu~ie, you
tell it Him plain,
. It's the little girl with her arms lying out ·on the
counterpane.' 4

(2) And that 'thou visitest him '-this was the
fact best known to David, He knew but com~
paratively little of astronomy, but he knew much
about God's thoughtfulness concerning man, and
His. visits . to the sons of men. The one great
4
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truth, more certain than all other facts to David, - diadem, there must be some assurance given. of
God's compassion that shall open for us the door
'Yas that God was mindful of him-' The Lord is
my Shepherd ; I shall not want,' etc. That was of filial confidence to His heart. Were it not for
the underlying truth on which David based his - this, how cold and. stern would every night come,
Creed and built up his life. Thus he starts here : with its awful lights looking down distant and
silent on a world of sin and graves ! Its thousand
';God is mindful of me; that I khow. 0 Lord,
eyes
would glitter pitilessly on our misery, and its
-.yhen: I Cinsider the heavens and remember that
they are but the work of Thy fingers, the moon fixed cycles would be coiled round us, like chains
a;nd the stars, all of Thine ordaining, ~hat honour;" of despair. The arms of omnipotence would be
what dignity Thou hast conferred upon me that dreadful if there -were. no throb of mercy in_ the_
Thou shouldst spend so much thought in he~ven breast.
"over me, and that Thou ·shouldst bestow so much
Thou art the mighty God !
of Thy love a~d att~ntion upon the sons:of men.'
This gleaming wilderness· of suns and -worlds
-That is the crowning wonder expressed here.
Is an eternal and triumphant hymn
Over and above the consciousness of the insigniChanted by Thee unto Thine o\vn great self!
ficance of man comes the triumphant assurance
Wrapt in Thy skies, what were my prayers 'to
- 'i'liee !
- that God -does not treat him as insignificant; but
.
. :
-·
.
has conferred upon him infinite honour by the
loving' thought He cherishes concerning him, and , The gospel is the- answer to this, af!-d the only
the gracious visits ·ne grants him. This is -the - sufficient answer. When we fall as 'dead at the
conception: to which David gradually rises through feet of Him who has 'in his right hand the seven
the - medium of the former one bf conscious 'in~ stars,'_-and whose -countenance is 'as the- sun
sigriificahce, and this is. the conception which- finds shining in his strength,' He -laysHis hand oi1 us,
:icrowning expression in this utterance of twofold and says, 'Fear not,' and when we foqk up we
-.
.·· .
wonder; David .could never have wondered so meet ,the face ofjesu~ Christi .(
r)
'That
thou
visitest
him~'
That
Thou
much co~tcernihg the_ dignity conferred~upon ·man,
didst effect this. change .by signal manifestati()n
apart from the preceding consciousnes~(of human
·.
of Thyself; that in the Iulness of ·time, when
insignificance.
_ ·
Egyptians, :and Assyrians imd Persians; when
z. He is mindful ,of us in. the gift of His Greeks and Rom~ns had prepared the way, Thou
Son ; He visits us in -the person of the Lord didst of Thine infinite mercy !lend Thine only Son'
Jesus Christ. One of the most beautiful pictures upon earth ; that :He was born as a man, lived. as
man, suffered and died· as- a man; anci that thw3
in the whol~ range of _ancient poetry is when the
by
this one . act of. marvellous condescension,
hero of Troy stretches out his arms to embrace
humanity
was redeemed, was exalted, wal'! sanctined.
his infant son before- he moves to the field of
'That thou hast ~isited him.' Not only thatt!:J.i~
battle. The child shrinks from him in fear,
'scared by the dazzling helm atid nodding crest,' Thy blessed. Son lived . and died as a man ; bU:t
and the tenderness of the fatQ_er's heart comes out that as a man He rose from- the grave, and thus
with a touch of nature that makes us feel it as a man won· for men. the victory over sin and
death; that, as a man, He ascended into the
beating across three thousand years :
heaven of .heavens, th~ first-fruits of the firlal
Hehastened to relieve the child,
triumph of -mankind, the earnest of the glorious
The glittering terrors from his brows unbound, . consummation of all human history, when His
And placed the gleaming helmet on the brother-men united in Him shall wear His crown,
groundand reign with Him as kings for ever and ever.
Then kissed the child.
Lord, what is man'-this speck in boundless space,
And shall we not deem it reasonable that the . this momei1t in infinite time, this frail, fleeting helpGod who placed paternal pity in the heart of man less creatu~e, this insignificance, this nothing-that
feels it, and will take His own way of making us Thou hast ordained him to such unspeakable
feel it also ? When we are ready to be crushed glory?
1 John Ker,
by the overwhelming greatness of that starry
'

a
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The ultimate greatness of man springs from his. union with
Christ through faith. Christ, having paid ou~ ransom, was
taised from the dead, received up into heaven, and is set on
the throne of power ; on that throne He appears in the
transfigured nature of a man. It were easy to find men today in the lowliest places Of the earth, degraded creatures,
bearing scarcely the semblance of a man·; but we_ can rise
i~ ,the scale of manhood from that .low level until our eyes
rest on that representative Man on the throne in heaven, and
these two are vitally connected. When we accept Him as
our Saviour and our Lord He takes us up into fellowship,
friendship, kinship with Himself. He is not ashamed to
call us brethren. 'To as many as received him to them
gave he power to become sons of God.'

(2) This is. the assurance of ,man's dominion.
It is not without significance that a. Christian
writer in the New Testament has amplified .the
old answer in the light of the fuller revelation of
God in· Christ Jesus. The writer of the Epistle to
the Hebrews discusses David's childlike apprehe.nsion of man's position, and points otit that it
was hara to uphold in the face of advancing
,experience. David was. content with an assertion
of the 'fact of man's dominion ; he could not
indicate the method of that dominion or its
extent. He asserted in the simplicity of his faith,
'Thou didst put all things in subjection under his
feet.' The New Testament writer pauses and says,
' But now we see not yet all things subjected to
him.' Man's, primacy could no longer be merely
asserted; it must be felt and proved. And the
proof was there : ' We behold him who hath
been made a little· lower .than the angels, even
Jesus, because of the suffering of death crowned
with glory and honour.' We. see 'the author of
oUr salvation made perfect through sufferings:•
Yes, the life and death of Jesus was the eternal
glorification of the life of man, was the·
justification of all man's claims to greatness, was
the never-failing source of human dignity.
Now, what do we find in the story of the Incarnation? We
see God coming into close and continuous contact with·
1
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man. 'Thou vist'test hi11r,' was all the Psalmist could say•.
David's son, Solomon, asked a qt;estion, ' Will God in very
deed dwell with ·man on the earth?' That question was
asked by him when he dedicated the Temple to God, and'·
God answered it in the Incarnation-' Immanuel, God withus.' ·when God became inGarnate He touched human life
ariew and identified Himself with man in his fallen
condition. Every power of nature became submissive to.
that man Christ Jesus. Man who, at the hegi,ning, was
made to have dominion over the works of God's hands,
once -more found a new representative in the perfer.:t·
man Christ Jesus, to whom all power was given in earth;
and in heaven. It was because He had that power
that He gave His disciples the commission to go forth
into all the world.' 2
·

3·. The question, What is man ?,. sugges.ts another
inquiry, What ought man to be? The: answer
has been suggested by the Epistle to the Hebrews.,
The writer tells us to see in Jesus Christ the true·
ideal of humanity, and he teaches us to find in
His life the pattern of our own.. The· Christian
life is the Christ-life. In every true Christia.n the·
words of the Apostle find their expression and
their fulfilment, 'Not I, but Christ liveth in me,'
'To me to live is Christ.' St. Augustine has:
beautifully said that the sum and substance of
religion is to imitate Him whom you worship. In1
this imitation · lies the only evidence that we
are worshippinl? in spirit and in truth.3
How great is little man !
Sun, moon, and stars respofld to him,
Shine or grow dim,
Harmonious. with his span.
Thou heir of all things, . man,
Pursue the saints by heavenward track :
They looked not back ;
Run thou, as erst they ran;
Little and great is man :
Great if he will, or if he will
A pigmy still';
For what he will he can. 4
2
4
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